
 

  

PAULO DYBALA “EA SPORTS FC 
PLAYER OF THE MONTH” FOR APRIL 

The award will be presented to Roma forward in the pre-match of 
Roma vs Genoa 

The EA SPORTS FC Player Of The Month award for April has been assigned to 
Roma player Paulo Dybala. The trophy will be presented during the pre-match 
of Roma vs Genoa, scheduled at the "Olimpico" stadium in Rome. 

Paulo Dybala was the most voted by fans on 
http://serieapotm.easports.com/, in a poll that included Calhanoglu (Inter), 
Gudmundsson (Genoa), Lookman (Atalanta), Luis Alberto (Lazio), Politano 
(Napoli). 

The six best players of the month have been selected taking into account the 
advanced analysis of Stats Perform, created from the tracking data recorded 
with the Hawk-Eye system. The rating system, patented in 2010 with K-Sport 
and scientifically validated, considers not only statistical data and technical 
events, but also positional data. This makes it possible to analyse crucial 
aspects such as movement without the ball and thus optimal movements, 
game choices, and the contribution to the technical and physical efficiency of 
the team, which allow for an objective and qualitative evaluation of the 
performance. 

For the final calculation were considered the matchdays from 31 to 34 of Serie 
A Made in Italy 2023/2024. 

"In April, the vote of Serie A fans on the EA SPORTS platform awarded Paulo 
Dybala, for the third time since the start of the season, the best player of the 
month - said Lega Serie A CEO Luigi De Siervo -. The Argentine world champion 
is one of the Top Players not only in our league, a player capable of raising the 
level of the game and the performance of his teammates, thanks to his 
extraordinary technical skills and his great ability to dictate the timing in the last 
30 metres of the pitch". 
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